attractive from their precision to the student about to put in practice the *hethods of analysis to be taught in the subsequent pages. We are told that these instruments will render our laboratory pretty complete, which amounts to saying that the list given is pretty complete. Now we protest decidedly against such a list being pretty complete, or nearly complete, we hold that it should be absolutely complete, and that the author should afterwards employ no article of materiel not previously set down, as the counsel in a prosecution can summon no witness not named beforehand.
The adoption of any less stringent rule than this is sure to result in hiisconception and disappointment; accordingly we shall see that the beginner, who, trusting to his list, has supplied himself with almost all things heedful, will find himself at a loss for the stoppered bottle and bits of lead required in the very first analysis. It Three separate small quantities of the same blood are to be received in three distinct vessels, whereof one is a stoppered bottle and another a platinum capsule, the weight of each of these vessels being accurately known. For the determination of the proportion of fibrin, the blood in the bottle is to be agitated during coagulation with eight or ten small pieces of lead of known weight, which will cause the fibrin to attach itself to them. Now the balance will show us the weight of the bottle, lead, and blood together, and as those of the bottle and lead are known, the difference will be that of the blood operated upon. 
